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1. Introduction. It is well known [l ] that if u and v are nonnegative

integrable functions and e>0 and if

(1) u(t) :g e + f  u(s)v(s)ds,        (0 g * g T),
J o

then

(2) u(t) ^Ke,        (O^t^T),

where 7C = exp f0v(s)ds. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate

the analogous result for modified Stieltjes integrals. We shall show that

under appropriate conditions the Gronwall inequality (2) does hold

for the modified Stieltjes integrals we consider; however, it does not

hold in general. In fact the integral equation

f(t) =  f lf(s)dg(s)
J 0

may have nontrivial positive solutions (cf. [6]).

The inequality we shall obtain is of importance in studying the

existence of solutions to certain problems in optimal control theory

[5]. Moreover, it is connected with an eigenvalue problem for mean

Stieltjes integrals which we discuss briefly in §3.

2. Definition of the modified Stieltjes integrals. A subdivision

a of an interval [a, b] is defined to be a finite set of numbers x0, xi,

• • • , x„ with a=x0<Xx< • • • <x„=6. Any subdivision <xx is said

to be a refinement of a if (rCci- Let/ and g be defined on [a, b] and

let 0" be a subdivision of [a, b]. Let Sc(f, g) denote the sum

S.(f,g)   =   £§[/(*.) + f(Xi-x)][g(Xi)  - g(Xi_x)].
i

The integral faf(s)dg(s) is defined to be "limit" of Sr(f, g). More pre-

cisely, if there is a real number 7 with the property that for every

e>0 there is a subdivision a of [a, b] such that for any refinement <7i

of o- one has | 5n(/, g)—1\ <e, then we define 7 to be the integral
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JZf(s)dg(s). This integral is known as the mean a-integral. Another

integral, the Dushnik-integral, will also be of interest to us. It differs

from the mean cr-integral in that the term J [/(x.) +/(x,_i) ] is replaced

by/(£,), where £,• is any point that satisfies xt_i<£,<x,-. We refer the

reader to [2], [3], and [4] for further details on these two integrals.

We shall use the symbol (m)Jlf(s)dg(s) and (b)flf(s)dg(s) to refer to
the mean a- and the Dushnik-integrals, respectively.

It is known that if / is a function with only discontinuities of the

first kind and g is a function of bounded variation, then both the

mean cr- and the Dushnik-integrals exist. The importance of these

two integrals is a consequence of the following representation the-

orem, which is an extension of the Riesz Theorem. Let S denote the

space of all real-valued functions defined on [a, b] with right- and

left-hand limits at every point in [a, b]. Define a norm on S by

11/11 o„ = sup {|/(5) I : a ^ s 5= b}. S is then a Banach space. The following
theorem gives a representation for bounded linear functionals on 5.

Theorem. Let I be a continuous linear functional on the space S. Then

there exist functions of bounded variation g and h such that for every f in

S one has

Kf) = («) f f(s)dg(s) + (b) f f(s)dh(s).

The proof of this theorem is a direct consequence of a theorem of

Kaltenborn (cf. [4]) and we shall omit the details.

In the sequel we shall be primarily concerned with the mean <r-

integral. Before discussing the Gronwall inequality let us make note

of the following properties:

For any functions / and g of bounded variation where g is right

continuous, one has

lim (m) f f(s)dg(s) = 0,

lim («) I   f(s)dg(s) = h[f(b) +f(b~)]Ag(b),

where Ag(b) =g(b) —g(b~). The first limit shows that the integral

(m) f f(s)dg(s)

is right continuous in /. Another property we need is
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(m) J f(s)dg(s) g sup{ | f(s) \:a^s^b} V[g; a, b]

where V[g; a, b] is the total variation of g on the interval [a, b].

3. The Gronwall inequality. We can now state our main result.

Main Theorem. Let f and g be functions of bounded variation on

[0, F] and lete^O. Assume further that f and g are right continuous and

thatf^O and g is increasing. If

(4) f(t) g e + (m) f f(s)dg(s),        Og/gr,
J o

then there exist constants T' and K, depending on g but not /, such that

0<T'^T, O^Kand

(5) /(/) ^ Ke,       0S/< T',

Furthermore, T' is maximal in the sense that either T' = T or Ag(F') ^ 2.

Corollary 1. Assume that the hypotheses of the above theorem are

satisfied and V[g; 0, T] <2. Then T' = T and (5) holds on O^t^T.

Corollary 2. Assume that the hypotheses of the above theorem are

satisfied and that f is continuous. Then T' = T and (5) holds onO^t^T.

Before proving the theorem, let us show that T' is maximal in the

sense indicated. Let g be an increasing function with Ag(r)=b^:2,

where 0 <r ^ T and let

f(t) =0,        OgKr,

= 1,        t ^t^T.

Since g is increasing one has g(t) ^g(r) for t^r. By direct computa-

tion one has

(m) f f(s)dg(s) =0,       0 =g t < r,
J o

= g(D ~ S(r) + b/2,       r^t^T.

Hence/(/) ^ (m)f0f(s)dg(s), that is (4) is satisfied with e = 0, however

(5) holds only for 0^t<r.

We now proceed to the proof. Since/ and g are functions of bounded

variation there exist constants B and M such that \f(t)\ gB on

[0, F] and V[g; 0, T] = M. We shall assume that the hypotheses of

the above theorem hold throughout.
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Lemma 1. If f(t)^Ke for O^t^tx, then there is a t2>t1 and a K'

such that f(t) ^ K't for 0 g / ̂  h-

Proof. Since g is right continuous we can find a k>tx such that

V[g; tx, fe]=P<L Then for tx^t^h, (4) becomes

f(t) g « + (m) ( 1f(s)dg(s) + (m) f t2f(s)dg(s)
(6) Jo J «!

g e + KeM + Bp.

By replacing the bounded B with (KM+l)e+Bp in (6) we get

/(/) g (KM + l)e(l + p) + Bp2.

By reiterating this we conclude that

(7) /(/) g (KM + 1)(1 - p)-'e,       (tx^t^ t2),

which completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. If f(t) ^Kefor Og/g/i and V[g;h, /]^p<l for h^t<h,
then there is a K' such that f(t) ^ K't for 0 g / < fe.

This follows from the observation that the estimates in Lemma 1

are uniform for ti^Kk. Since g is right continuous one should note

that the hypothesis on the variation in Lemma 2 can be satisfied

even if V[g; k, fa]^l.

Lemma 3. Iff{t)^Kefor O^Ktx and Ag(tx)<2, then there is a K'

such that f(t) ^ K't for 0 g / g tx.

Proof. We want to compute a bound for f(h). If 0^r<tx, then

one has

f(lx) ̂  e + («)  f '/(*)<*«(*)
J o

= e + (m)jTf(s)dg(s)   + (m)j 1f(s)dg(s)

g e + KeV[g; 0, r] + (m) j lf(s)dg(s).

Now let t—»ft". From (3) we get

(8) /(/,) S e + KMe + \[f(tx) + f(tr))Ag(ix).

Since f(tr)^Ke, (8) becomes
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f(tx) ^ (KM + K + l)e + §/(<i)Ag(*i),

or

KM + K + 1

l - hAg(tx)

Proof of Main Theorem. First define V to be either the first

point (in the natural ordering) for which Ag(T')^2, or if no such

point exists, set T' = T. In the interval [0, T') list all the points

Tx, T2, • • ■ , Tn for which l^Ag(F,)<2, i=\, 2, • ■ ■ , n. (Since g

has bounded variation there are at most a finite number of these.)

Now consider the interval [0, Tx]. Since g has bounded variation

we can find a real number p and a partition of the interval [0, Tx],

0=t0<tx< ■ ■ • <tm<Tx so that 0<p<l and

V[g; U-x, ti] ^ p,       (i = 1, 2, • • • ,m)

V[g;tm,t]^P, (tm^t<Tx).

Now apply Lemma 1 successively to each of the intervals [u^x, ti]

and Lemma 2 to the interval [tm, Tx). One then has f(t)^Ke on

O^t < Tx. Now apply Lemma 3 thereby getting/(<) ^K'eonO^t^ Tx.

By repeating this process for each of the intervals [Tx, T2], • • • ,

[Fn, T') we complete the proof of the theorem. It should be noted

that the final constant K is finite and it can be computed directly by

applying (7) and (9) a finite number of times.

It should be clear from the above that if T' = T and Ag(T)<2,

then the inequality (5) can be satisfied on the closed interval O^t^T.

Proof of Corollaries. The first corollary is obvious since for

every r, 0^/^F, one has Ag(r) ^ V[g; 0, T]. To prove the second

corollary we simply refer back to Lemma 3 and note that if / is con-

tinuous one does not need the assumption that Ag(tx) <2, to get the

desired conclusion.

Remarks. 1. The pathology that occurs when Ag(F')S;2 for the

mean <r-integral does not arise for the Dushnik-integral. One can

show that if

f(t) ^ e + (b) f f(s)dg(s),        (O^t^ T),
J o

where/, g and e are as given in the Main Theorem, then there is a

constant K such that f(t)^Ke, (O^t^T).

The argument for the Dushnik-integral differs in only one spot

from that given above; viz. inequality (8) now becomes
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f(tx) ^e + KMt+f(n)Ag(tx).

This now implies that

f(tx) =g (KM + KA g(tx) + l)e,

regardless of the size of Ag(tx).

2. If / satisfies an inequality of the form

(10) | /(/) |   g e + (m) [' | f(s) | k(s)dg(s),        0 g / g T.
J o

This can be reduced to case studied in the Main Theorem by replac-

ing (10) with

|/(0 I   £e+(m) f'\f(s)\dv(s),
J 0

where v(t) = (m)fgk(s)dg(s).

3. The failure of Gronwall's inequality when Ag(T') ^2 is related

to the eigenvalue problem

X/(0 = (m) f f(s)dg(s).

That is, if we defined the operator

U:f-^(m) f f(s)dg(s),       O^l^T,
J o

one can show that X (X>0) is an eigenvalue of U if and only if there

is a T', 0<T'^Tsuch that Au(T') =2X. This subject will be pursued

further in a later paper (cf.  [6]).
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